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ABSTRACT 

On 3 May 1999, a number of violent tomadoes swept across the central United 

States. The state of Oklahoma endured the most devastating effects of this tomado 

outbreak, coimting approximately 60 tomadoes, more than 40 deaths, and more than $1 

billion in damages before the night was over. Storm A, the first of eight tomado-

producing supercell storms in central Oklahoma, spawned the deadliest, most destmctive 

of these tomadoes. Data from the Twin Lakes, Oklahoma (KTLX) WSR-88D Doppler 

radar is examined in order to describe the stmcture of Storm A as it impacts Oklahoma 

County in cenfral Oklahoma. Of particular interest is the radial velocity data, which 

offers insight into the general wind motion above the surface. This wind profile is 

compared to damage reports made in Oklahoma County, which include initial Fujita-

scale estimates and the tax assessor's damage reports. It is found that the radar-derived 

data accurately predicts the location of damage. Furthermore, Doppler velocity data also 

shows winds near the surface evolving in a manner similar to the damage itself These 

results, along with their implications, are also discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

ESITRODUCTION 

Understanding tomado winds is an exercise not only for the benefit of 

meteorological investigation, but it also is useful in preventing future damage, death, and 

injuries that have historically resulted from their occurtence. Fortunately, research and 

technological innovation have greatly reduced the negative impacts of major tomado 

events. In particular, forecasters have a greatly improved skill in predicting conditions 

favorable for tomadogenesis and in recognizing patterns (e.g., radar echoes) which 

indicate that a potentially dangerous situation is imminent. Furthermore, widespread 

media access has greatly enhanced communicating these dangerous situations to the 

public. As a result, fewer casualties are reported as a direct result of tomado winds. 

Despite this progress, widespread damage still occurs regularly as a consequence 

of tomadoes. It is important that we continue to gamer knowledge regarding the stmcture 

of tomadoes in order to increase our understanding about the mechanism of damage 

resulting directly (and indirectly) from tomado winds. By doing so, we can improve the 

integrity of homes and other buildings, thus preventing fiiture economic loss and 

decreasing the potential of injuries and death that result from airborne debris or 

collapsing roofs and walls. 

The difficulty lies in recording and documenting tomado winds directly. 

Instruments in the path of a tomado, particularly sfrong tomadoes (and the ones most 

likely to cause major damage), tend not to survive a direct hit. Even if the instruments 

survive, components are usually dismpted, such as recording equipment, which makes 

data acquisition impossible or unreliable. Researchers, therefore, rely more on remote 

sensing (e.g., radar, photogrammetry, satellite) of tomadoes in order to diagnose the wind 

stmcture. In particular, radar has become the standard means of examining tomado winds 

both for forecasters during the event and researchers afterwards. 

Therefore, in order to improve our understanding of tomado winds, it is important 

that we continue to examine radar data of tomado events, particularly those sfrong and 



violent tomadoes that pose the greatest threat to human life and property. In particular, it 

is important to recognize tomado wind patterns on WSR-88D radars, since these are 

radars primarily used to issue warnings by forecasters and they are continuously 

collecting data throughout the country. By comparing this radar-derived tomado wind 

data to damage assessments, we can further our understanding about how tomado winds 

cause the kind of damage they do, helping to better predict and prevent similar damage in 

the fiiture. With this purpose in mind, the goal of this study is to examine one particular 

historic tomado outbreak and its associated damage and radar data. 

During the aftemoon and evening of 3 May 1999, a major tomado outbreak 

affected much ofthe cenfral plains ofthe United States. The state of Oklahoma was 

hardest hit, due mainly to the fact that a major tomado (rated F5 on the Fujita scale, or F-

scale; see Chapter V) directly hit the densely populated Oklahoma City mefropolitan 

area. Figure 1.1 details the path of this tomado (labeled "A9"), along with the paths ofthe 

other tomadoes that affected the Norman, OK, National Weather Service (NWS) County 

Waming Area (CWA). This region alone, which includes central Oklahoma and the 

Oklahoma City mefropolitan area, experienced nearly 60 tomadoes spawned by eight 

supercell thunderstorms. As a result, more than 40 people were killed, almost 800 

injured, and an estimated $1 billion in damages were rendered (U.S. Department of 

Commerce, 1999). Figure 1.2 details the timeline ofthe event, showing the time and 

duration of each ofthe tomadoes that affected the Norman CWA. 

This report specifically examines the impacts ofthe event on Oklahoma County, 

which includes Oklahoma City and many of its suburbs. Most ofthe damage in 

Oklahoma County was a result ofthe major tomado, A9, which entered the southem 

portion ofthe county before quickly dissipating north of Tinker Air Force Base (see Fig. 

1.1). While this particular tomado was rated as high as F5 before entering Oklahoma 

County, its maximum F-scale rating remained at F4 in the county itself Despite this, 

many homes and businesses were completely desfroyed, particularly in the suburbs of 

Del City and Midwest City. This tomado was on the ground for nearly an hour and a 

half, and was in Oklahoma Coimty for approximately 15 minutes. In addition to tomado 



A9, four other tomadoes affected Oklahoma County on this date. Tomado A12, reaching 

F2 intensity, damaged many structures in the town of Choctaw, east of Oklahoma City. 

The others, including a satellite tomado of A9, were weak tomadoes and caused little 

further damage to Oklahoma County. 
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Through this report, a general background of conditions that led to the event is 

examined, along with a brief overview ofthe type of stmctures affected and resultant 

damage. A comparison between the relative damage, as determined by initial Fujita scale 

estimates and tax assessor's data, and the radar data is made. In particular, radar-derived 

wind fields are assessed and compared to damage estimates for Oklahoma County. This 

data can be useful for ensuring the reliability ofthe Fujita scale for estimating relative 

wind strength based on stmctural damage (i.e., do the values for radar-derived winds 

increase/decrease in the way that the damage estimates predict it should?). Likewise, 

examining damage from an economic loss perspective allows us to understand whether 

radar data is a good tool for predicting damage from tomadic storms. 

The following chapters attempt to fulfill these objectives. Chapter II provides a 

background of meteorological conditions leading up to the event and how the storms, 

particularly Storm A, evolved throughout the event. Chapter III details methods used to 

complete the research. Radar data from the event, specifically Storm A, is examined in 

http://www.srh.noaa.gov/oun/storms/19990503/


Chapter IV. This includes reflectivity, velocity, and spectmm width, with the greatest 

interest in the velocity data output. Chapter V examines the damage from the event, 

including the Fujita scale and tax assessor's damage estimates taken after the event. 

Results ofthe research are detailed in Chapter VI, with a few final conclusions and 

suggestions for future research outlined in Chapter VII. 



CHAPTER II 

METEOROLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introducfion 

The tomado outbreak of 3 May 1999 occurred as a result of numerous tomadic 

supercell storms that developed and intensified over much ofthe central United States. 

While tomadoes often occur with convective systems other than supercells, as Johns and 

Doswell (1992) noted, supercell tomadoes "include most ofthe strong and violent 

tomado events... and account for a disproportionate share of all tornado-related deaths, 

injuries, and damage" (p. 601). Because of this, much research has been conducted in 

order to understand the conditions favorable for supercell development, particularly for 

occasions when supercells generate violent tomado outbreaks. These include not only 

larger-scale processes that create an environment favorable for large outbreaks like that 

occurring on 3 May, but also those conditions present near the tomadic storm before its 

formation. When compared with this historical data, both the synoptic and storm-scale 

conditions on 3 May 1999 in and around Oklahoma reflect the potential of an outbreak of 

supercells and violent tomadoes. 

2.2 Synoptic Conditions 

A supercell is generally understood to be a convective storm that contains a 

persistent, quasi-steady, rotating updraft, usually characterized as a mesocyclone. That is, 

within a mesocyclone, there is a high positive correlation between vertical velocity and 

vertical vorticity. In order for this to occur, there need not only be sufficient instability 

for convection, but also the proper envirorunental conditions, such as wind patterns at the 

surface and aloft, favorable for a rotating updraft to form. 

These large-scale patterns associated with historical supercell outbreaks have 

been carefully researched and occur as what Doswell et al. (1993) have dubbed a 

"synoptically evident" set of conditions. The authors have been careful to note that more 

than 90% of tomado days (that is, any day where at least one tomado is reported) are not 

"synoptically evident." Most of these events, however, are characterized by isolated 



tomado occurrence not as closely tied to large-scale patterns. On the other hand, there are 

general synoptic pattems that are often associated with large-scale tomadic supercell 

outbreaks, similar to 3 May 1999, in which tomadoes are reported over a larger area. 

Outbreaks such as the 3 May event are denoted "big tomado days," days when at least 

two violent tomadoes (classified as F4 or F5 on the Fujita scale; see Chapter V) are 

reported. There are fewer than 10 such days per year on the average. 

The pattems commonly associated with a "classic" tomado outbreak have been 

outlined by Johns and Doswell (1992). These include an environment that produces a 

wind pattem in which the winds "veer" (turn clockwise) with height, resulting in a 

"crossing jets" pattem, where a westerly or southwesterly upper-level jet is superimposed 

upon a more southerly low-level jet (Fig. 2.1). This jet pattem is also usually associated 

with a strong extratiopical cyclone. Furthermore, there is usually an upper-level jet streak 

present with wind maxima at low- or mid-levels. The potential for tomadoes appears to 

increase if this pattem is associated with a shortwave trough that is moving rapidly, is 

negatively tilted, or if there is significant diffluence ahead ofthe trough. This allows for 

the possibility of steepening lapse rates to be situated in the vicinity of large-scale vertical 

motion, for the rapid influx of low-level moisture, and for a wind profile favorable for 

supercell development. 
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Figure 2.1 Idealized sketch of a middle-latitude synoptic-scale situation for 
development of severe storms, including supercells. Solid lines represent 
isobars; PJ stands for polar jet, SJ for subttopical jet, and LJ for low-level 
jet. From Johns and Doswell, 1992. 



Thompson and Edwards (2000; hereafter TE2000) summarized the envirormiental 

conditions that led to the tomado outbreak of 3 May 1999. During the hours prior to the 

outbreak, a number ofthe synoptic pattems listed above for ideal supercell development 

began to take shape. A large mid-level trough was in place over the western United States 

at 12 UTC on 3 May, and included with it was an embedded shortwave trough located 

over Arizona. The trough amplified throughout the day until 00 UTC 4 May, and the 

shortwave moved rapidly to western Oklahoma and Kansas, as seen on the 500mb upper-

air analysis (Fig. 2.2). Furthermore, a surface low had developed over the central high 

plains, causing surface winds to back (i.e., turn counterclockwise) over Kansas, 

Oklahoma, and Texas. This brought about surface winds that were south/southeasterly 

over the area, which increases directional wind shear with height and, therefore, the 

storm's rotation potential. 

990SDVI200 SOO MS UA OBS, HGHT3, Md TEMPS 10 sen MB UA OBS, HGHT3, Mfd TEMPS 

Figure 2.2 500mb analysis for 12 UTC on 3 May and 00 UTC on 4 May 1999. 
Images provided by the Storm Prediction Center 
(http://www.spc.noaa.gov/obswx/maps/). 

Figure 2.3 shows the surface conditions in Oklahoma at 2000 UTC. The 

south/southeasterly winds are apparent in the figure. The image also denotes the location 

of two moisture gradients (weak drylines), resolved by Oklahoma mesonet data. These 

gradients may have assisted in convergence, and they therefore may have provided 

necessary lift for convection to take place. These are discussed further in TE 2000. 
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Perhaps more important than these moisture gradients was the fact that low-level 

moisture increased throughout the day, with dewpoints increasing to the upper 60's by 20 

UTC. This, coupled with temperatures in the region reaching the mid 80's, helped 

increase instability and convective potential. 

Figure 2.3 Surface conditions in central Oklahoma at 2000 UTC on 3 May 1999. 
Isotherms are contoured every four degrees Fahrenheit, and the 68 degree 
isodrosotherm is also shown, enclosing the shaded area. Note the double 
dryline in western Oklahoma and the southerly winds throughout the 
region. From TE 2000. 

Another feature often associated with supercell development that was present on 3 

May was an upper tropospheric jet streak that moved over Arizona and New Mexico 

from the westem U.S., as resolved by profiler data. Associated with this was a 

strengthening of lower- to middle-tropospheric flow, which is believed to have aided in 

supercell development by increasing wind speeds in the inflow layer ofthe storms. For 

further discussion on the role of mid-tropospheric winds in the development of 

mesocyclones, see Brooks et al. (1994b). 



The synoptic pattem of 3 May 1999 is summarized in Figure 2.4. Note the upper-

tropospheric trough over the westem U.S. and associated jet streak, including a wind 

maximum of 70kt in place over Oklahoma and Kansas. Note also the low-level jet 

moving in from the south (bringing in low-level moisture from the Gulf of Mexico) and 

its associated wind maximum of 40kt. Superimposed, these two features make the 

"crossing jef pattem often associated with supercell development, creating an 

environment of sfrong speed and directional wind shear that supports the formation of 

updraft rotation. The figure also details the location ofthe surface level low pressure 

system and associated fronts. Also delineated is the dryline (the approximate location of 

the double moisture gradients mentioned above) near which storm formation occurred. 

^ Surface and Upper Air Features Associated with the May 3,1999 Tomado Outbreak In Oklahoma and Kansas •^} 

SiwttctOM front 
«i2atrTCSi3/it9a 
SurftuDryLInD 
utiauTCSfintn 

•Stmbla 
•I n UTC switsi 
SM mb Trouyh M* 
it m UTC fiwiiis 

• tMUTCM/ ina 

Figure 2.4 Surface and upper air features from the time when supercell 
thunderstorms began forming on 3 May 1999. Adapted from NWS 
Norman (http://www.srh.noaa.gOv/oun/storms/l 9990503/). 
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2.3 Sounding Data and Severe Weather Parameters 

As Johns and Doswell (1992) noted, the above "synoptically evident" conditions 

for supercell development are often associated with a "loaded gun" thermodynamic 

profile (Fig. 2.5) and a hodograph that curves to the right (veers) from 2-3km above 

ground level (AGL) and has sfraighter shape above 3km AGL (Fig. 2.6). That is, the 

hodograph shows sfrong directional shear in the lowest levels AGL with stronger speed 

shear aloft. 

Figure 2.5 Composite skew T-log p plot of an idealized sounding associated with 
tomadoes in the plains region. Often referred to as a "loaded gun" profile. 
From Johns and Doswell (1992). 
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Figure 2.6 Idealized wind hodograph often typical of an environment favorable for 
supercell development. From Johns and Doswell (1992). 

Figure 2.7 shows the sounding taken at Norman, OK (OUN), during the day of 

the outbreak. The lighter shaded sounding is from 3 May at 12 UTC and the darker is 12 

hours later, at 00 UTC on 4 May, and is shortened due to the passage of Storm A nearby 

(convective contamination). Note that in both soundings, like in the "loaded gun" 

example, there is high low-level moisture, but a steep drying aloft occurs. At the same 

level where the moisture begins to steeply drop off, the temperature profile shows a 

shallow inversion layer after a steep lapse in the lowest layer, with another steep lapse 

above the inversion. The low-level moisture is important in cloud formation, and the low-

level inversion acts as a "cap" to help ensure that storms remain relatively isolated, 

though it is important to have some kind of forcing (e.g., surface heating, convergence 

along a dryline) for any convection to break the cap. The steep lapse rates indicate high 

levels of instability (that is, increase the value of convective available potential energy; 

CAPE) and therefore increase the potential for severe storms to develop. Once the cap is 

broken, the steep lapse rate aloft allows for explosive growth ofthe updraft and, 

therefore, cloud tops. The dry air aloft is important in the formation of downdrafts, which 

is cmcial in the development of a mesocyclone, in order to establish a downdraft/updraft 

couplet usually associated with increased vorticity and mesocylogenesis. For further 

discussion on the importance ofthe "loaded gun" soimding in indicating an environment 

favorable for mesocyclones and tomadoes, see Bluestein (1993). Lemon and Doswell 

(1979) and Brooks et al. (1994a) have outiined general environmental conditions leading 

to the formation and evolution of mesocyclones and tomadoes. 
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Figure 2.7 Upper-air sounding and hodograph taken from Norman, OK (OUN). The 
lighter shaded profile is from 12 UTC on 3 May and the darker profile 
from 00 UTC on 4 May 1999. Calculated parameters are from the 00 UTC 
sounding. From TE 2000. 

Figure 2.7 also shows the hodographs derived from the Norman soundings. 

Again, the lighter hodograph represents the earlier profile and the darker hodograph 

represents the conditions 12 hours later. The first hodograph is particularly erratic, but 

there is a certain amount of right curvature with increasing winds, greatest at higher 
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levels. The 00 UTC 04 May hodograph, which corresponds to the time that the storm was 

passing near Oklahoma City (and hence Norman), shows more clearly the right curvature, 

particularly at lower levels, with wind speeds increasing mostly at higher levels, where 

the hodograph is relatively sfraight. This wind pattem is also cleariy evident in the 

profile on the right-hand side ofthe figure. Note that the winds near the surface are 

south/southeast at both times and veer with height, becoming increasingly westerly. Note 

also the higher winds aloft. 

Based on sounding data, such as that above, and on data from other sources (e.g., 

wind profilers, Oklahoma Mesonet) taken during the day of 3 May, severe weather 

parameters have been calculated for the tomado outbreak. Thompson and Edwards 

(2000) have summarized these parameters. They examined the values of CAPE, vertical 

shear magnitude. Bulk Richardson Number (BRN), and storm-relative helicity (SRH). As 

seen in Fig. 2.7, the raw value of CAPE based on the 00 UTC 4 May tmncated sounding 

was approximately 2400 J/kg; the authors modified for surface conditions in the 

proximity to Storm A and estimated that the CAPE was actually probably closer to 5000 

J/kg (with a convective inhibition of about 10J/kg), values well within the range for the 

likelihood of deep convection and severe weather development. Throughout the day, 

values of 0-6km shear magnitude, BRN, and 0-3km SRH—all of which indicate the 

potential for rotation and thus supercell and tomado development—all increased steadily, 

as high as 30m/s, 166 mVs ,̂ and 338 m^/s ,̂ respectively, associated with Storm A. The 

data was calculated based on wind profile data from Purcell, OK, and on the observed 

motion of Storm A. Furthermore, SRH values across central Oklahoma were estimated at 

350-400 m /̂s^ for right-moving supercells (such as Storm A). Each of these values 

indicated that the environment was favorable for supercell development; that is, there was 

sufficient instability for convection and the wind characteristics (both in speed and 

direction) throughout the storm layer were conducive to producing rotating storms. For 

fiarther discussion about the interpretation of severe weather indices, see Gordon and 

Albert (2000), Davies and Johns (1993), and Johns et al. (1993). 
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2.4 Storm Characteristics and Evolution 

2.4.1 Storms A and B on radar and satellite imagery 

Figure 2.8 shows base reflectivity images taken from the WSR-88D radar located 

in Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX). The images are approximately 25 minutes apart, beginning 

at 2321 UTC on 3 May and lasting until 0126 UTC on 4 May 1999. Storms A and B are 

labeled in the images. Note that each ofthe two storms exudes a "hook" echo shape (see 

Chapter IV for discussion) that persists throughout the images. In some cases (e.g., at 

0102 UTC for Storm A), the hook pattem essentially disappears before reforming again. 

By 0102 UTC, tomado A9 (the tomado that passed through the Oklahoma City 

mefropolitan area) has dissipated, and a new area of circulation is taking shape to its east. 

By 0126, Storm A has produced a new tomado (tomado A12) that has passed through the 

town of Choctaw in eastern Oklahoma County, likely contributing to the reformation of 

the hook echo shape. Note how closely Storm B follows Storm A. Despite its proximity 

to Storm A, Storm B continues on a slightly different path, and while it still produces 

large, violent tomadoes, it never passes over the densely populated Oklahoma City 

mefropolitan area. 

Figure 2.9 shows how Storms A and B evolved on visible satellite imagery. The 

images are an hour apart, starting at 2115 UTC on 3 May and ending at 0015 UTC on 4 

May 1999. In the first image. Storm A has already started to take shape, and Storm B is 

still in its formative stage. Within an hour, both storms have exploded, forming anvil 

clouds, and have moved off towards the northeast. The storms continue to translate 

towards central Oklahoma as new cells form nearby. In the final image, just as the sun is 

setting. Storm A makes its final approach into the Oklahoma City mefropolitan area. At 

that time, tomado A9 is on the ground and wreakmg havoc near the town of Moore, OK. 
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Figure 2.8 Base reflectivity (0.5° tilt) tune lapse from the Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX) 
radar. Times are labeled, starting on 3 May and ending on 4 May 1999. 
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Figure 2.9 Visible satellite imagery of cenfral Oklahoma on the evening of 3-4 May 
1999. Times are labeled and Storms A and B are annotated. 

2.4.2 Environmental conditions and the evolution of Storms A and B 

The first convective towers formed in between the two moisture gradients, below 

a break in a cirms canopy that had been covering the region during the day (see Fig. 

2.9a). There had been some doubt as to whether there would be enough surface heating 

for convective initiation, but the opening in the cloud allowed enough solar energy to 

sufficiently warm the ground for convection. The gap in the clouds moved northeast from 

Texas into Oklahoma, and an area of convection southwest of Lawton, OK, split into two 

storms, the right-moving one developing into Storm A. There is evidence that the 

existence of horizontal convective rolls (HCR's) may have also aided in the development 

of Storm A. Figure 2.10a shows the radar from Frederick, OK, at 2012 UTC, indicating 

the possible location of an HCR. Figure 2.10b delineates the location of this radar-

indicated HCR, juxtaposed with the first echo of Storm A as detected by the KTLX radar, 
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demonsfrating the possible role that the HCR played in Storm A's eariy development (see 

TE2000 and Edwards et al., 2000, for fiirther discussion). 
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Figure 2.10 Possible horizontal convective roll (HCR) that may have helped trigger 
the formation of Storm A. Fig. 2.8a shows the "clear-air mode" reflectivity 
from the Frederick, OK, radar at 2012 UTC on 3 May 1999. Annotated is 
the location ofthe possible HCR. From Edwards et al. (2000). Fig 2.8b 
shows the "clear-air mode" radar from Twin Lakes, OK, at 2027 UTC on 
3 May. The first echo associated with Storm A is marked, along with the 
position ofthe possible HCR. From TE 2000. 

After development, Storm A continued to move northeast across a confluence 

boundary and into an area of enhanced storm-relative helicity about 20 minutes before 

the first significant tornado was reported. Storm B formed west of Altus, OK, just west of 

the eastem dryline. Figure 2.11 summarizes the surface reports for the area, 

superimposed on a satellite image from 2123 UTC on 3 May. The figure also shows the 

location ofthe double dryline and the confluence boundary as Storm A is approaching. 

Developing Storm B is located between the two drylines. While there was a total of eight 

tomado-producing supercells in the area that day. Storm A and Storm B together 

accounted for 35 tomadoes, more than half of the sixty that were reported. 
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Figure 2.11 Satellite image from 2123 UTC on 3 May 1999 and accompanying surface 
observation over Oklahoma. Note the location ofthe double drylines 
(open semi-circles) and the confluence boundary (broken line). The 
convection associated with Storms A and B are annotated. From TE 2000. 

Thompson and Edwards (2000) noted that Storms A and B both maintained a 

classic supercell precipitation pattem (Fig. 2.12) once they were tomadic. That is, they 

contained large updrafts that were separated from the main precipitation, a rotating wall 

cloud with a visible clear slot, and a thin precipitation curtain wrapping arovmd the west 

side ofthe low-level mesocyclone. However, in their early stages, both storms appeared 

to be hybrid systems, appearing as low-precipitation supercells visually (that is, 

containing less precipitation than a classic supercell), but as classic supercells on radar. 

Doswell and Burgess (1993) have summarized the three basic categories of supercells 
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(classic, high-precipitation, low-precipitation), based on Lemon and Doswell's (1979) 

early conceptual model ofthe standard supercell stmcture. 

Figure 2.12 Idealized classic supercell stmcture for a) plan view of low-level radar 
stmcture and cloud features and b) stmctures as they would appear from 
the ground. From Doswell and Burgess (1993). 

While both Storms A and B were tomadic before they reached the confluence 

boundary, the tomadoes became more numerous and intense after the storms had crossed. 

That is, the most damaging tomadoes occurred in the region of increased storm-relative 

helicity (due to surface winds being more backed) and lowered lifting condensation levels 
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in cenfral Oklahoma. CAPE in this area was around 3000 J/kg. However, east of this 

region, a sfronger cap existed, and storm longevity was in question. As expected, Storm 

A did stop producing tomadoes once it reached the higher capped region; however, one 

ofthe other storms reached peak intensity 30 miles south of where Storm A dissipated. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

Fujita scale estimates are based on Stumpf s compilation (personal 

communication) and are derived from estimates that various teams performed in the days 

following the tomado event, using the fraditional six-class rating system to classify 

damage (see Chapter V). These are shown as a color-coded damage path. 

Other damage estimates are based on tax assessor's data, which are shown here as 

a percent damage based on the value ofthe residential stmctures before and after the 

tomado. This is discussed fiirther in Kruse et al. (2001). The addresses given with the tax 

assessor's data were then geocoded (referenced geographically) using Arc View 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS). 

Comparisons between the Fujita scale damage path and the tax assessor's data are 

made by overlaying the two using geographic coordinates (specifically, latitude/longitude 

and sfreet map correlation). The tax assessor's damage estimates are then compared with 

data from the Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX) Weather Surveillance Radar, 1988 Doppler 

(WSR-88D) radar site. Using WSR-88D Algorithm Testing And Display System 

(WATADS), the raw data (Level II) from KTLX was processed to generate the radar 

images used in Chapter IV and elsewhere. In order to make the needed comparisons 

between radar data and damage estimates, the radar images were overlaid on the 

geocoded tax assessor's data using latitude-longitude correlations between the two. 

Other radar-derived data, such as location of maximum wind and maximum wind 

difference, are based on the raw data returned from the WATADS output. Raw numerical 

data, specifically from the base velocity and spectmm width output, was also taken from 

the WATDS output and then processed using S-Plus graphing software in order to create 

the graphs used. 

Satellite images were generated using GEMPAK and are from the Geostationary 

Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) system. GEMPAK is a meteorological 

imaging software produced by NASA and is useful for analyzing satellite image, surface 
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and upper-air data, and other similar data. 

Aerial damage photos are provided by the United States Army Corps of 

Engineers. They were taken from an aircraft flying approximately 1450 meters above the 

surface just two days after the event. In all, there are 98 images covering the entire path 

of tomado damage from all the tomadoes that stmck central Oklahoma on 3 May 1999. 

The images were not referenced geographically, and most have been shifted so that they 

are oriented with north pointing upwards. For the comparison between the image and the 

damage, the photo was referenced geographically using Arc View GIS in order to create 

the most accurate comparison. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RADAR ANALYSIS 

4.1 Radar Background 

Doppler radar has become a standard means of remotely sensing meteorological 

(and other) phenomena. Data acquired through the use of radar has greatiy improved over 

the last few decades, and it has become indispensable as a tool for weather prediction and 

study. Currently the Next Generation Weather Radar system (NEXRAD) is in place 

witiiin tile United States, comprised of approximately 160 Weather Surveillance Radar-

1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) sites that make up the radar network. Each of these radars is 

continuously sending signals and collecting data to help track and assess 

meteorologically significant events. Among these events, of course, are severe 

thunderstorms, supercells, and tomadoes. 

Each WSR-88D radar provides reflectivity, radial velocity, and velocity spectmm 

width data to its users. Reflectivity is the zero moment, or echo power, ofthe radar. It is a 

measure of power retumed to the radar by a target, and as such tells us a great deal about 

the presence of hydrometeors (e.g., raindrops, hail, flying debris) within the radar's 

range. That is, reflectivity can tell us the size, distribution, and shape of hydrometeors. 

The more intense the power retumed to the radar, the more likely the targets are to be 

large or densely concenfrated. Doppler radial velocity is the first moment ofthe radar, 

and the WSR-88D radar gives a mean value ofthe velocity of scatterers within a given 

pulse volume. Because it is a radial velocity, it can only tell us how quickly the scatterers 

are moving towards or away from the radar. That means that hydrometeors moving 

perpendicular to the radar are measured to have zero radial velocity. A pulse volume 

whose scatterers are on the average moving towards the radar gives a negative radial 

velocity, and scatterers moving away from the radar give positive radial velocity values. 

Spectmm width is the square root ofthe second moment ofthe radar about the mean 

velocity (first moment), which simply means it is a measure ofthe variability of radial 

velocity samples within a given pulse volume. That is, when scatterers within a pulse 
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volume are moving quite differently from one another, then there is a wide range of 

velocities within that volume. In that case, the average is only an approximation of 

widely dispersed velocities within a small area. Broad spectinm widths are often an 

indication of turbulence, wind shear, particle fallspeed dispersion, and other factors that 

cause a wide difference in velocity readings within a pulse volume. For fiirther discussion 

on each these parameters measured by Doppler radar, see Doviak and Zmic (1993). 

4.2 Radar Pattems of Supercells and Tomadoes 

4.2.1 Reflectivity signatures 

Certain meteorological phenomena can be detected by recognizing specific radar 

pattems. Burgess and Lemon (1990) offered a comprehensive summary of detecting 

severe thunderstorms using radar. Of particular interest for this study is the appearance of 

supercells and tomadoes on Doppler radar, which will be summarized here. 

Perhaps tiie radar signature most often associated with supercells is the hook 

echo, as seen in a plan view on reflectivity. This appears as an elliptical shaped echo with 

a slight curvature (the "hook") at its lower end when sampled at lowest radar elevation 

angles. This feature is most prominent when the storm is mature and a mesocyclone is 

present. Figure 4.1 details the vertical and horizontal echo appearance of three different 

cells of varying updraft sfrength, the last of which shows the supercell (sfrongest updraft) 

in its mature stage and is of primary interest here. 

The figure also details the location of a weak echo region (WER) and a bounded 

weak echo region (BWER) often observed in storms with sfrong updrafts, most notably 

supercells. This is visible in a vertical cross-section ofthe storm, particularly in 

reflectivity images. The weak echo region tends to coincide with the updraft and is a low-

level area within the storm marked by low reflectivity values, a sign that the updraft is 

carrying precipitation particles before they become large enough to be detected by the 

radar. The weak echo region becomes "bounded" as the updraft intensifies and the storm 

top shifts until it overhangs the WER. When a BWER is present, there is a good chance 

that the storm has become severe, producing sfrong winds and hail and a mesocyclone. 
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Burgess and Lemon (1990) pointed out that as the supercell continues to evolve, it will 

eventtaally reach its collapse phase. The top ofthe BWER will lower and reflectivities 

within the BWER increase as the region shrinks. At this point, the mesocyclone core 

circulation appears to separate from the BWER and its associated updraft, so that the 

mesocyclone becomes positioned between the updraft and the rear flank downdraft (see 

Fig. 4.2), in the region of highest vertical velocity gradient, ft is at this point that the 

mesocyclone is sfrong near the surface and the most violent tomadoes are reported. 
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Figure 4.1 Vertical and horizontal view of a storm's reflectivity echo shape at various 
stages of development. On the far right is the appearance of a mature 
supercell, which includes the existence of a bounded weak echo region 
(labeled "BWER" in figure) and a hook echo pattem as seen on low-level 
plan view reflectivity. From Burgess and Lemon (1990). 
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Figure 4.2 An idealized plan view of a supercell storm. The solid line encompasses 
the radar echo. Surface positions ofthe updraft (UD), forward flank 
downdraft (FFD), and rear flank downdraft (RED) are labeled. The "T" 
denotes the location ofthe tomado (and the mesocyclone), between the 
updraft and rear flank downdraft. From Lemon and Doswell (1979). 

4.2.2 Radial velocity signatures 

While reflectivity data is very helpful in determining the possible existence of a 

supercell, radial velocity data is indispensable as a tool to pinpoint the exact location of 

rotation (i.e., mesocyclone and possible tomado). Wood and Brown (1983) provided a 

comprehensive analysis of single Doppler velocity signatures, including the appearance 

of mesocyclones and tomadoes. 

Figure 4.3 shows an idealized horizontal radial velocity flow pattem for any 

vortex, as viewed by the radar south ofthe vortex's location. The heavy dashed line in the 

center represents a reading of zero velocity, since flow anywhere along that line is 

perpendicular to the radar. Since a typical vortex rotates cyclonically (counterclockwise) 
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in the northern hemisphere, the winds to the right of this line typically move away from 

the radar (solid contours in the figure; typically appear as red on color image), while 

winds to the left are in the direction towards the radar (dashed contours; typically appear 

as green). The sfraight arrows (enclosed within the smallest closed contours) represent 

tiie location ofthe highest values of tangential velocity (V). The radius around the center 

ofthe vortex with the highest tangential velocity is called the "core radius" (R). 

Figure 4.3 Vortex flow (dark sfreamlines) and corresponding single Doppler velocity 
signature. The thin lines represent velocities away from the radar, and the 
stippled lines represent velocities toward the radar. The radar location is 
south ofthe image. From Wood and Brown (1983). 

These vortices are assumed to have a wind profile approximated by the Rankine 

combined vortex (Rankine, 1901), where the tangential velocity increases linearly from 

the center ofthe vortex to the velocity maximum (core radius) and then decreases 

inversely proportionally to the distance: 

For r R: V=rCi 

Forr>R:V=C2/r 

Vniax=CiR = C2/R 
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where r is the radius, R is the core radius, V is the tangential velocity, Ci and C2 are 

constants, and V âx is tiie maximum tangential velocity. Figure 4.4 exemplifies this wind 

disfribution pattem. 

Figure 4.4 Top: single-Doppler velocity signature of a Rankine combmed vortex. The 
XY line is equidistant from the radar. Bottom: tangential velocity profile 
along XY. Positive velocities are away from the radar, negative towards. 
From Lemon et al. (1978). 

The Rankine combined vortex, however, represents an idealized vortex, and radial 

velocity rarely appears this smoothly on radar. There are a number of reasons for this, 

most notably the fact that a mesocyclone or tomado does not ever exhibit this idealized 

wind distribution (owing to translation of storm and other factors) and that the radar does 

not usually sample vortices very well (see below and Chapter VI for further discussion on 

radar limitations). Because vortices rarely behave so perfectly in nature. Wood and 

Brown (1983) offered examples of mesocyclone signatures that vary from the idealized 
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model. Among these modifications include mesocyclone signatures with embedded 

tomadic vortex signature (TVS). 

A TVS is a typical radar signature indicating the presence of a tomado, as 

described by Brown et al. (1978). The radar seldom captures the tomado itself, since the 

beamwidth ofthe radar is most often larger or not significantly smaller than the tomado 

itself Because of this, detecting tomadoes using Doppler velocity data must rely on a 

signature rather than looking for the tomado itself This signature is the TVS, and it 

shows up on radial velocity as adjacent azimuthal sampling volumes exhibiting very high 

shear (i.e., an inbound velocity sample lies azimuthally besides an outbound sample). 

Wood and Brown (1983) combined the TVS signature with that of a 

mesocyclone, the tornado's parent circulation, and describe possible radar pattems. 

Figure 4.5 shows an example of this phenomenon. For this particular example, the TVS 

lies at a 90° angle to the right ofthe center ofthe mesocyclone circulation. On the right-

hand side ofthe figure, the maximum tangential velocity ofthe TVS is twice that ofthe 

mesocyclone, producing the greatest deformation from the idealized circulation pattem in 

Fig. 4.2 (above this ratio, the TVS becomes the dominant feature in the velocity pattem), 

whereas the TVS sfrength is only half of that ofthe mesocyclone on the far left, creating 

the least deformation. The figure also demonsfrates how the signature varies by the 

distance between the two circulation centers (D) relative to the mesocyclone core radius 

(R). In this example, the mesocyclone's core radius is five times that ofthe TVS, and the 

radar is south ofthe image. 
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Figure 4.5 Single-Doppler velocity pattems for a combined mesocyclone/TVS 
signatures for varying sfrengths (velocity ofthe TVS relative to that ofthe 
mesocyclone) and various separation distances (D relative to mesocyclone 
core radius R). The core radius ofthe mesocyclone is five times that ofthe 
TVS. The TVS is oriented at a 90° angle from the mesocyclone. Radar is 
south of each image. From Wood and Brown (1983). 

4.2.3 Spectmm width and tomado detection 

Unlike with reflectivity and radial velocity signals, Doppler spectmm width (SW) 

displays no discemible signature useful in detecting tomadoes and their parent storms. 

However, as mentioned above, spectrum width data is useful in pointing out the existence 

of turbulence and shear. Since spectmm width is an indicator of high variation of velocity 

within a pulse volume, it is important to understand what might be causing this dispersion 

in velocities. One possibility is the presence of shear. For instance, if a tomado's core 

radius is less than the width ofthe radar's beam, then both its maximum inbound and 

outbound velocities might be present within that beamwidth. Logically there would exist 

a large variation of velocities within that pulse volume, rendering the mean value (the 

radial velocity value) virtually meaningless (potentially even giving it a value at or near 
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zero). However, the same pulse volume will likely produce a high spectmm width value, 

making tiie data valuable as a tool for discovering these regions of high shear possibly 

associated with a tomado. Furthermore, areas of broad spectiiim width are also associated 

with other ttu-bulent wind phenomena, such as downbursts and other potentially 

damaging events associated with severe thunderstorms. For fiirther discussion on the 

applicability of spectioim width during turbulent weather events, see Doviak and Zmic 

(1993). 

4.3 Radar Signatures from Storm A 

4.3.1 Base reflectivity 

Figure 4.6 shows the series of base reflectivity images as Storm A passes over the 

Oklahoma City mefropolitan area, as seen by the Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX), WSR-88D 

radar. This represents the lowest volume scan, 0.5°, and the storm is approximately 20 

km from the radar site. The radar is located southeast ofthe storm in the early images, 

and more or less due south ofthe storm as it progresses northeastward. Figure 4.6a (0022 

UTC 4 May) shows Storm A after tomado A9 has already formed and has been on the 

ground for nearly an hour. At this point, the tomado is approaching the community of 

Moore, OK, and is producing its most extensive damage. Note the prominent hook echo 

shape. The highest reflectivity (white; greater than 45dBz) represents where the tomado 

has likely lofted debris into the air as the tomado crosses through the heavily populated 

Oklahoma City metropolitan area. The storm continues to maintain its hook echo shape 

as it enters Oklahoma County (Fig. 4.6d). Tomado A9 continues to create catasfrophic 

damage at this point, desfroying a number of homes in Del City ("DC2" in the figure) and 

Midwest City, north of Tinker Air Force Base (denoted "TIK" in the image). The tomado 

is no longer on the ground by about 0050 UTC (Fig. 4.6g). Note that as the tomado is 

dissipating, Storm A also loses its hook echo appearance. The hook echo is no longer 

apparent in Figure 4.6g; however, at this time, another mesocyclone has formed east of 

the mesocyclone that produced tomado A9, and the storm will assume the hook shape 
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Figure 4.6 Base reflectivity (0.5° tilt) from the Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX) radar, 
startmg at 0022 UTC 4 May 1999 and foliowmg approximately every five 
minutes (a-d). The radar is located in the southeastem comer of tiie unage. 
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Figure 4.6 (continued). (e-h) As in Fig.4.6a-d, except starting at 0042 UTC and 
following every five minutes. 
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once again. This new mesocirculation will be responsible for creating tomado A12, 

which damages a number of buildings in Choctaw (on the eastem edge ofthe figure). 

Figure 4.7 details a vertical cross-section of reflectivity taken at 0032 UTC on 4 

May, as Storm A is beginning to cross into Oklahoma County. Figure 4.7a shows the 

composite reflectivity rniage at tiiat time; the white line corresponds to the location ofthe 

vertical cross-section, shown in Fig. 4.7b. Note that the cross-section reveals the bounded 

weak echo region discussed above. There is an area of low reflectivity surrounded on 

every side by higher reflectivity values. As noted earlier, the area of highest reflectivity is 

likely due to debris that is being tossed into the air by tomado A9. Due to the relative 

proximity ofthe storm to the radar location, the highest elevation angles ofthe radar do 

not penefrate the upper regions ofthe storm, and therefore the higher echoes above the 

BWER are not well represented. Despite this, we can still discern the probable location of 

the storm's updraft region as it appears on radar. 

Figure 4.7 Composite reflectivity at 0032 UTC on 4 May 1999 and correspondmg 
vertical cross-section. White line denotes location of cross-section. From 
the KTLX radar. 
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4.3.2 Base radial velocity 

Tomado A9's evolution as it passes over the Oklahoma City area is perhaps more 

evident in the radial velocity images taken by the KTLX radar. Figure 4.8 details the 

passage of Tomado A9 as it passes over Moore, Tinker AFB, Del City, and Midwest 

City, and it corresponds to the images in Fig. 4.6. As with the base reflectivity images, 

tiiese images are taken from the lowest elevation angle (0.5°). In Fig. 4.8a, the tomado is 

already in the Moore, OK vicinity, and the circulation associated therewith is located to 

the west of where "Moore" is labeled in the figure. It is easily discemible by the velocity 

couplet; as noted earlier, the green colors denote inbound velocities, and the red denote 

outbound. The values on the scale are in meters per second. This couplet travels 

northeastward, corresponding to the movement ofthe hook echo on reflectivity. The 

couplet on the velocity images is more likely associated with the parent circulation than 

the tomado itself Despite the proximity ofthe radar to the storm (around 20km) and the 

relatively large size ofthe tomado, the radar is still unable to clearly capture the 

circulation associated with the tomado itself The tomado is in Oklahoma County in Fig. 

4.8d, and this radar image possibly displays the circulation pattem seen in Fig. 4.5. 

Figure 4.9 shows a detail ofthe velocity couplet at this particular time. Note that to the 

right ofthe "zero line" (that is, the line where the inbound switches to outbound in one 

azimuth volume scan), there exists two pixels of inbound velocities. It is possible that this 

is a sign of an embedded tomadic vortex signature within its parent mesocirculation. 

The velocity couplet is still easily discemible in Fig. 4.8e (0042 UTC 4 May), but 

is hardly visible in Fig. 4.8f (0047 UTC), where a diffuse couplet appears north of Tinker 

AFB. This corresponds to ground observations that the tomado dissipated completely just 

before 0050 UTC. In Figures 4.8g and 4.8h, the newly formed mesocirculation becomes 

visible (though occluded by areas of bad data, colored purple) near Nicoma Park. As 

mentioned earlier, this area of circulation will produce tomado A12 as it approaches 

Choctaw in eastem Oklahoma County. 
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Figure 4.8 Base velocity (0.5° tilt) from tiie Tv̂ dn Lakes, OK (KTLX) radar starting 
at 0022 UTC 4 May 1999 and following approxunately every five minutes 
(a-d). The radar is located in the southeastem comer of tiie image. 
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Figure 4.8 (continued). As m Fig.4.8a-d, except startmg at 0042 UTC and following 
every five minutes. 
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Figure 4.9 A detail ofthe velocity couplet associated with tomado A9 shown in 
Fig.4.8d. 

Figure 4.10 shows a vertical cross-section taken at 0037 UTC (corresponding to 

Fig. 4.8d); as earlier, the white line represents where the cross-section was taken. Note 

the tight circulation pattem that exists throughout the entfre layer ofthe sampled area of 

the storm, indicated by the vertical line where a sharp switch ofthe velocities from 

inboimd to outbound exists. The slight tift may be due to the franslation ofthe storm. 
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since tiie pulse volumes sampled at higher elevation angles are taken at a slightiy later 

time tiian tiiose at lower levels (despite this, there is evidence that the storm tilts in the 

vertical). 

Figure 4.10 Radial velocity at 003 7 UTC on 4 May 1999 and corresponding vertical 
cross-section. White line denotes location of cross-section. From the 
KTLX radar. 

As noted earlier, the areas of highest reflectivity, located in the hook ofthe 

storm's echo, is likely due to debris lofted mto the afr as the tomado passes through the 

Oklahoma City mefropolitan area. Figure 4.11 shows tiie relationship between tills area of 

highest reflectivity and the location of tiie velocity couplet, indicated by the white cfrcle. 

The two areas almost exactly correspond, helpmg to support the conclusion tiiat the radar 

is sampling large debris particles that have been suspended into the air by the sfrong 

tomado winds. 
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Figure 4.11 Base reflectivity and corresponding base velocity images taken at 0037 
UTC on 4 May 1999 from the KTLX radar. The white circles correspond 
between the two images. 

It is widely accepted that the Rankine combined vortex, discussed above, at least 

approximately describes the shape ofthe wind profile of tomadoes and mesocyclones. 

Figure 4.12 offers examples of velocity data from the 3 May 1999 tomado outbreak that 

further supports this claim. The three samples were generated based on radial velocity 

numerical output data from WATADS at the lowest elevation scans at 0032, 0037, and 

0042 UTC on 4 May, corresponding to Fig. 4.8c, d, and e, respectively. As with the radar 

images themselves, velocities are show in meters per second, with green indicating 

velocities toward the radar and red away from the radar. Each graph shows a three-

dimensional analysis ofthe area of radar data most closely associated with the velocity 

couplet as seen from two angles. The top shows the entire three-dunensional plane, while 

the bottom shows the general shape of tiie wmd profile tiiat approximates tiie Rankme 

vortex curve. While none ofthe images demonstrate a perfect curve, each one of them 

exhibits the basic characteristics we expect from a sfrong vortex. There is a relatively 

gradual increase in the magnitude of inbound velocities until it reaches peak value 

(between -35 and -45 m/s for each case), after which the velocities quickly acquire 
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(usually within one azimuth) their maximum outbound velocity (between 30 and 40 m/s) 

before gradually tapering off once more. Incidentally, the shift over time from the 

magnittide of inbound velocities being greater to the magnittide ofthe outbound being 

greater is likely due to the franslation ofthe mesocyclone; at first the area of circulation is 

moving towards tiie direction ofthe radar, and eventually it begins to move away, 

affecting tiie base radial velocity data accordingly. 

4.3.3 Velocity spectrum width 

As mentioned above, there is no discemible spectmm width radar signature 

associated with supercells or sfrong vortices, per se. However, an area of broad spectmm 

width is often indicative of sfrong shear (and likewise, a sfrong vortex), especially when 

it is co-located with the velocity and reflectivity signatures discussed above. The 

correlation is observable in the radar data from Storm A. Figure 4.13 shows the series of 

velocity spectmm width images based on the KTLX radar data, corresponding to Fig. 4.6 

and Fig. 4.8. As before, the data is representative ofthe lowest elevation angle (0.5°), 

and, as with the velocity, values shown are in meters per second. In Fig. 4.13a, note the 

area of high spectmm width to the west ofthe radar site (towards the bottom ofthe 

image). This is associated with storm A; in particular, note the location where spectmm 

width is greater than 12 m/s just to the west-northwest of where Moore is labeled in the 

image. This area most closely corresponds to the velocity couplet shown in Fig. 4.8a. 
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Velocity 
00:32 UTC 

Velocity 
00:37 UTC 

Figure 4.12 Graphical display ofthe base velocity output from the KTLX radar at 
0032, 0037, and 0042 UTC on 4 May 1999. Green shades denote 
velocities moving toward the radar and reds away from the radar. 
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Figure 4.13 Velocity spectrum width (0.5° tilt) from the Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX) 
radar starting at 0022 UTC 4 May 1999 and following approximately 
every five minutes (a-d). The radar is located in the southeastem comer of 
the image. 
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Figure 4.13 (continued), (e-h) As m Fig.4.13a-d except starting at 0042 UTC and 
following every five minutes. 
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This pronounced correlation between the location ofthe velocity couplet and that 

of high spectiiim width values persists throughout the images, as long as the velocity 

couplet associated with tomado A9 is discemible in the velocity images (from 0022 UTC 

until 0042 UTC on 4 May 1999; Fig. 4.8a-e and Fig. 4.13a-e). After this time, the new 

mesocyclone (discussed above) to the east of tomado A9 begins to dominate the images. 

Turbulence associated with this young mesocyclone can be easily detected in the 

spectiiun width before low-level circulation is obvious in the velocity data. For instance, 

in Fig. 4.13d, there is a large area of broad spectmm width immediately to the east ofthe 

smaller area associated with tomado A9 (west of "TIK" and just below "ValleyBrook," 

respectively). This ttirbulence to the east is associated with the new mesocyclone 

formation, though the velocity couplet is not yet well defined at the lowest elevation 

angle at this time (however, it is more cleariy evident at higher elevations). This feature 

becomes somewhat distorted by an area of bad data in the next two images (Figs. 4.13e 

and f), though an area of high spectmm width is still discemible. The feature emerges 

clearly in Figs. 4.13g and h, as the area of circulation forms a tomado and approaches 

Choctaw. 

The area of high spectmm width seen in the westem part ofthe county in many of 

the images could be related to the fact that spectmm width data becomes less reliable the 

further away from the radar location it is. However, this band of high values persists 

through many images and is likely associated with some kind of turbulent wind 

phenomenon. While there is no associated severe weather appearing in either the 

reflectivity or base velocity data, there is damage reported to have occurred in this area of 

Oklahoma County. This correlation between damage and high spectrum width is 

discussed further in Chapter VI. 

Figure 4.14 shows a vertical cross-section of velocity spectmm width taken at 

0037 UTC on 4 May. The white line on the spectmm width image on the left 

(corresponding to Fig. 4.13d) represents the location ofthe cross-section on the right. 

Note that the area of broad spectmm width associated with tomado A9 persists 

throughout the height ofthe sampled area, while there is not another area within the 
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sample tiiat reports values nearly this high. This helps substantiate the claim that areas of 

broad spectrum widtii are associated with shear and turbulence, such as would be 

expected with a tomado. 

Figure 4.14 Velocity spectrum width at 0037 UTC on 4 May 1999 and corresponding 
vertical cross-section. White line denotes location of cross-section. From 
the KTLX radar. 

The claim is further supported by closely examining the correlation between 

velocity values and spectrum width values across at the location ofthe tomado vortex. 

Figure 4.15 graphically displays the data for both velocity and spectirun width that are 

associated with tomado A9 at 0037 UTC on 4 May (correspondmg to Fig. 4.8d and Fig. 

4.13d). The top of Fig. 4.15 shows the two different perspectives of tiie velocity data 

taken across the couplet (green uidicating velocities towards and red away from tiie 

radar), while the lower images show tiie specti-um widtii from the same perspectives 

(darker reds indicated highest spectixim width). Note that right along the zero velocity 

line (where velocities switch from inbound to outbound), tiiere is a ridge correspondmg to 
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tiie highest values of spectrum widtii when sampled azimuthally. The right half of the 

figure demonsfrates this fiirther: values of spectrum width increase as the velocity reaches 

its peak negative (incoming) value, and remain high until beyond the point where 

velocity values have reached tiieir peak positive (outgoing) values. 

Figure 4.15 Graphical display of radial velocity (top) compared with spectrum width 
(bottom) output data from the KTLX radar at 0037 UTC on 4 May 1999. 

The case of tomado A9 and its associated radar data help to fiulher the claim that 

high values of velocity spectrum width can be used as a diagnostic tool in recognizing the 

presence of sfrong vortices and other turbulent wind phenomena, especially when the 
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data is coupled with other factors. Even without the support of other radar data, the above 

case shows that spectmm width alone may help point out areas that might become 

dangerous or that are currently producing potentially damaging winds. At any rate, 

velocity spectrum width is a very useful tool in helping to diagnose wind events and 

should continue to accompany reflectivity and velocity data when examining these 

phenomena. 
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CHAPTER V 

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT 

5.1 The Fujita Scale 

Meteorologists and others interested in the effects and stiiicture of tomadoes have 

not always had technology to rely on for data; they have, however, always been able to 

examine damage and debris left in the wake of a tomado in order to gather information 

useful in understanding this powerflil force of nature. A noted pioneer in tomado damage 

research is Theodore Fujita, who helped devise a method of approximating tomado 

windspeed based on the level of destmction a tomado inflicts. Since Fujita first proposed 

this damage rating scale, which now bears his name, many modifications have been 

applied as meteorological measurements have improved. Table 5.1 summarizes the 

classification scale originally proposed by Fujita (1971) and includes a modification 

based on more recent observations, proposed by Minor et al. (1993). 

The Fujita scale remains a useful—although confroversial—tool in understanding 

the destructive nature of tomado winds. Nevertheless, there are caveats that come with its 

use. Perhaps most importantly, this remains a tool only usefiil in estimating windspeeds, 

not in calculating them. The correlation that Fujita made between damage and 

windspeeds is only hypothetical, though many current studies (this one included) strive to 

improve the accuracy ofthe scale. Furthermore, the Fujita scale is only ultimately usefiil 

when examining the damage incurred by human-built stmctures and some isolated 

natural stmctures. A tomado that strikes an open field cannot be properly categorized 

since there are no buildings or other substantial stmctures to examine for level of damage 

(a flattened crop is hardly a good description ofthe potential damage a tomado can 

inflict). In addition, individual buildings are constmcted from different materials and are 

of varying quality, making universal damage descriptions difficult, if not impossible. 

Residential buildings generally do not withstand winds as well as other, better-engineered 

stmctures, and we cannot assume that winds that destroy houses will destroy sturdier 

buildings. 
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Because ofthe relatively poor performance of residential buildings in tomado 

winds, a third classification has been devised (see Gardner et al., 2000). This is also 

summarized in Table 5.1. This modification to the Fujita scale was the result of damage 

assessments taken witiiin the Oklahoma City mefropolitan area after the 3 May 1999 

tomado outbreak. The new classification scale includes only four levels (versus Fujita's 

original six) and indicates that wind gusts as low as 58 m/s have the capacity to destroy 

residential stiiicttires. However, for stronger residential stmcttxres, winds as high as 58 

m/s may cause less severe damage. This is due to the fact that there exists great 

variability in the consti^ction of different residential buildings. Therefore, in this third 

classification, there is an overlap in associated windspeeds from one damage level to the 

next. 

Table 5.1. The Fujita scale (F-scale) rating system and various estimates for 
corresponding tomado wind speed, in meters per second. 

F-scale 

FO 
Fl 

F2 

F3 
F4 

F5 

Relative 

Damage 

^.Jdght ,̂  
Moderate 

Considerable 
Severe 

Devastating 

Incredible 

Original Fujita 
Wind Speed 

(m/s) 

18-32 

33-50 

51-70 
71-92 

93-116 
117-142 

After Fujita 
(1971) 

Adjusted 
Wind Speed 

(m/s) 

18-34 

34-49 
49-63 
63-76 
76-89 

89-107 
After Minor et al. 

(1993) 

Residential 
Damage 

Classiflcation 

(3-sec gusts, m/s) 

38-49 
(FO-Fl) 

50-58 
54-63 
58-72 

(F4-F5) 
After Gardner et al. 

(2000) 

The first class of damage in this modified Fujita scale, for minor to moderate 

damage (FO-Fl rating), includes stmctures in which interior and exterior walls are still 

standing and 20% or less ofthe roof is damaged. The second class applies to extensive 

(F2) damage, in which there is greater than 20% damage to the roof but where at least 

80%) ofthe floor plan is intact and most exterior walls are still standing. If a stmcture 

incurs severe damage (F3), then it falls into the third class. Such a building has none of 
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its roof intact, and only interior walls are usually left standing. The final class applies to 

any home that has been completely desfroyed (F4-F5). No walls are left standing and 

only debris piles remain. Figure 5.1 offers an example of each damage class as observed 

in the 3 May event. 

Figure 5.1 Examples of damage from the 3 May 1999 Oklahoma City tomado, based 
on the revised Fujita scale for residential damage classification (see Table 
1). 

5.2 Tax Assessor's Damage Estimates 

A more precise quantification of damage is attained by examining data from an 

economic loss perspective. For example, reliable estimates of economic loss can be 

obtained by comparing the tax assessor's value estimate of a residential plot before and 

after a tomado event. In the case ofthe 3 May 1999 tomado outbreak, such data is 

available for Oklahoma County, tiie area of interest in this study. This data is represented 

in Fig. 5.2. The damage estimates are derived by calculating the percent loss of an 

individual residential house (pre-tomado value minus post-tomado value, then divided by 
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pre-tomado value). The darker blue dots represent residential buildings that sustamed 

near-total (76-100%o) destruction, while the lightest blue dots correspond to minimal 

damage (0-25%). Each dot corresponds to an individual residential plot and is the 

estimated location for that house based on the geocoding process. 

Figure 5.2 Tax Assessor's damage estknates for the county of Oklahoma as a result 
ofthe 3 May tomado. Lighter blue dots indicate less damage, while the 
dark blue dots indicate heavier damage. Percent damage is calculated 
based on the value before and after tiie tomado. 

The areas of damage associated witii tomadoes A9 and A12 (see Fig. 1.1) are ui 

the southem region ofthe county; they are shown in detail in Fig. 5.3. Also included in 

this figure is the estimated tomado path based on the Fujita scale estimates taken during 
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tiie days following tiie outbreak and compiled by Stumpf (personal communication). This 

damage assessment is based roughly on tiie fraditional six-level Fujita classification scale 

(combining tiie lowest two levels of destiiiction into one class). 

Figure 5.3 Tax assessor's damage estimates, labeled in percent damage, in Oklahoma 
County from 3 May 1999 (As in Fig. 5.2). Overlaid is the F-scale estimate 
from Stumpf s compilation. 

In general, the highest damage occurred m the center ofthe path where the 

strongest tomado winds likely occurred. As mentioned, tomado A9 did reach the highest 

intensity level (F5), but did so before entering Oklahoma County. Nonetheless, the 

tomado maintained strong F4 intensity within the county and managed to destroy many 

residential stmctures, particularly in Del City. It fell below F3 intensity only once it 

began to dissipate, which it did quickly after passing through Del City. Soon after tomado 

A9 disappeared, another weaker tomado, A12, formed to its east (see discussion in 
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Chapter IV). This tomado passed through the town of Choctaw in eastem Oklahoma 

County and it never produced damage greater than F2 intensity. 

The correlation between the Fujita scale damage estimates and those based on the 

tax assessor's data is generally very good. Highest value loss compare well with the 

location ofthe F-scale path, and the fact that high damage occurred even in areas of 

lower F-scale (e.g., F3) estimates is likely the result ofthe fact that many ofthe houses m 

tills area were not sturdy enough to withstand winds greater than F3 intensity. 

Furthermore, the dots are disproportionately large, and many of those that appear to fall 

outside the path ofthe Fujita scale path actually fall within it. 

5.3 Aerial Photo Damage 

Within three days ofthe tomado outbreak, the Army Corps of Engineers deployed 

a team to document the damage by taking high-resolution aerial photographs. These 

photos span the entire damage paths of many ofthe tomadoes that occurred in central 

Oklahoma, including tomado A9. A sample ofthe damage documented in this manner is 

shown here. 

Figure 5.4 is a composite of photographs taken of tomado A9's damage path in 

part of Oklahoma County, in the vicinity of Del City and Tinker Air Force Base. The 

damage path is clearly evident throughout the center ofthe photographs. At this point, the 

tomado maintained its violent intensity (approximately F4) and, based on the damage, 

appears to have been approximately 2/3-1 km wide. 
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Del City 

Figure 5.4 Composite of aerial photographs taken in the Del City, OK, area following 
the 3 May 1999 tomado outbreak. Major sfreets are labeled. One city 
block is approximately 1 mile (1.609 km). Photos provided by the Army 
Corps of Engineers. 

Figures 5.5-5.7 are details ofthe northem, middle, and southem sections, 

respectively, ofthe area shown in Fig. 5.4. From this perspective, individual homes 

become visible, and the edges ofthe damage path are clearly discemible. There is a noted 

confrast between blocks of, and sometimes single, homes that have been essentially 

desfroyed and those that have not. The destroyed homes have been rendered into debris 

piles, while adjacent homes have their roofs still intact. 
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Figure 5.5 The northem section ofthe composite shown in Fig. 5.4 
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Figure 5.6 The middle section ofthe composite shown in Fig. 5.4. 
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Figure 5.7 The southem section ofthe composite shown in Fig. 5.4. 

Figure 5.8 fiirther zooms in on the damage area shown in Fig. 5.5, where 

individual homes are even more clearly visible. Distinctions between individual homes 

are even clearer from this distance; a casual viewer can pick out homes that are 

completely desfroyed from those that still have interior or exterior walls left standing. 

These photos allow an even more detailed examination, such as in Fig. 5.9, which shows 

the comer of one ofthe blocks shown in Fig. 5.8. Here debris can be seen floating in 

swimming pools and shingles can be seen to have been removed from roofs. With high-

resolution aerial photos such as these, unlimited post facto damage surveys can be 

conducted, allowing for a comprehensive comparison between visible damage and 

economic loss estimates such as provided by the tax assessor's data. 
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Figure 5.8 A detail of aerial damage shown in Fig. 5.5. 
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Figure 5.9 A detail of aerial damage taken shown in Fig. 5.10. At this resolution, 
relative damage incurred by individual houses (desfroyed, walls intact, 
roof intact etc.) is evident. 

An example of such a comparison is shown in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11, which 

correspond to the box in Fig. 5.2; Figure 5.10 is a detail from Fig. 5.5. The figures 

represent an area of approximately one square kilometer. As before, homes that are 

almost completely desfroyed are easily distinguishable as debris piles in Fig. 5.10. The 

area between the white lines corresponds to moderate-heavy tax assessor's damage 

estimates (almost all houses greater than 75% damaged), shown in Fig. 5.11 as black 

dots. Note that the black dots are only an approximation ofthe location of an individual 

house based on the geocoding process, and individual houses may not be located exactly 
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where the dot is placed. In general, however, the placement ofthe dots allows us to easily 

see areas where the greatest economic impact occurred. As with the Fujita scale path, the 

area of incredible visual damage corresponds with the area of greatest property loss. The 

white lines nearly perfectly delineate standing stmctures from those left unrecognizable 

as homes. 

Figure 5.10 A detail from Fig. 5.5. Various sfreets are labeled. The white line 
represents the boundary of tax assessor's estimates of heavy loss (>75% 
damage) as shown in Fig. 5.11. 
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Figure 5.11 A detail of tax assessor's damage estimates, corresponding to Fig. 5.10. 
Darker dots denote heaviest damage (>75% loss) while lighter dots denote 
lightest damage (<25%>). 

Figures 5.12-5.14 are samples of photographic damage documentation taken from 

elsewhere along the tomado's path. The area shown in Fig. 5.12 was not directly along 

the tomado's path, and yet the winds were still strong enough to force this semi-tmck 

from the highway and leave it twisted and on its side. In a relatively rural area in southem 

Oklahoma County, the shape ofthe tomado's path is evident by the flattened grass and 

pieces of debris left in the wake of its passing shown in Fig. 5.13. It is unclear whether 

the cycloidal shape is the work ofthe tomado weaving beneath its parent cloud or if it is 

the result of a smaller vortex within the tomado itself Either way, it is a powerful 
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testament to the dangerous idiosyncrasy of this massive force, reminding us ofthe ttiily 

dynamic natiire of a tomado. Figure 5.14 shows the confrast between undeveloped and 

developed areas along the tomado's path. Note the trees that have been laid horizontally 

by the force ofthe winds. Similariy, the storage shed on the right side ofthe figure rests 

at a 90° angle from its original position. 

Figure 5.12 A tmck is overtumed and blown away from the road following the 3 May 
1999 tomado outbreak. 

Figure 5.13 Tomado A9 leaves its "footprint" in the grass in southem Oklahoma 
Coimty. 
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Figure 5.14 Trees and a storage shed are flattened after being stmck by tomado A9 on 
3 May 1999. 
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CHAPTER VI 

DATA ANALYSIS 

6.1 Use and Limitations of Radar-Derived Data 

Doppler radar data remains an indispensable commodity in the detection and 

understanding of tomadoes and other severe meteorological phenomena. A radar need not 

be placed in the path ofthe tomado to collect data (and risk destmction by the very object 

it is attempting to sample), and radars that are a part of a system, such as NEXRAD, can 

be relied on to collect data at all times. Furthermore, radars allow us to gain the 

information about tomadoes that we are perhaps most interested in attaining: information 

regarding wind. Because of this, radars are effective and reliable instilments in our quest 

to attain an increasingly comprehensive picture ofthe stmcture ofthe tomado and the 

ability of its winds to cause loss of lives and property. 

There are major limitations to the data obtained by Doppler radar, however. It is 

the limitations ofthe radial velocity data that is of primary interest for this study. The 

very nature ofthe velocity data makes precise readings of tomado velocities difficuft, if 

not impossible. The velocity output is an estimate of radial velocity; that is, it only 

measures the wind directly towards or away from the radar itself Therefore, there is a 

good chance that sfronger winds that are occurring at an angle other than -90 or 90" 

(directly towards and away) from the radar are only measured at a fraction of their actual 

sfrength. Also, the effective beamwidth ofthe radar is often larger or not much smaller 

than the width ofthe tomado itself, and the radar caimot properly capture the intense 

winds being produced by the tomado. Because of this, it is unlikely that the radar is 

actually measuring the maximum winds ofthe tomadic vortex signature (TVS) since the 

velocity changes very rapidly with increasing radial distance from the center ofthe 

tomado. That is, there is a good chance that both the peak inbound and outboimd 

velocities occur within a single beamwidth, often resulting in a near-zero mean velocity. 

Even if the peak velocities are spread across two beamwidths, the wind profile varies so 

sharply within that small distance that there is only a small chance that the radar is 
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actiially recording the peak winds rather than a lesser value falling somewhere else along 

the wind profile curve (see Chapter IV for a discussion on the vortex wind profile). 

Even with tiie larger circulation associated with a mesocyclone, there is still likely 

to be a degradation of peak velocity values. The amount that the radar under-reports the 

peak velocity is dependent on the distance ofthe circulation from the radar and the core 

radius ofthe circulation itself Of course, the smaller the core radius or the greater the 

distance from the radar location increases the chance that the radar will not accurately 

predict the tme shape ofthe vortex's velocity curve. Figure 6.1 demonsfrates the 

predicted degradation of peak velocities based on the relative size ofthe vortex (here, the 

mesocyclone) to the size ofthe beamwidth. For further discussion on the radar's effects 

of sampling tomadoes and mesocyclones, see Wood and Brown (1997) and Brown et al. 

(1978). 

a I 2 s 
NORMALIZED AZIUUTHAL OlSTAMCE (DISTAHCE/COIte AADlUS) 

Fig. 3-3 Con(!BUMi* veiveit^ pnfiU acress a Rankine comUnei vortex for a iiambtr vf itamy/Utth to 
cere size raiios. 

Figure 6.1 Continuous velocity profile across a Rankine combined vortex for a 
number of beamwidth to core size ratios. From Burgess and Lemon 
(1990). 

In addition to the under-evaluation ofthe peak velocities by the radar, much ofthe 

damage caused by tomadoes is a result of short, very intense gusts or of smaller vortices 

produced by the parent tomado, neither of which can be easily sampled by the radar. 

They last too short a time or, as above, are far too small to be accurately analyzed. The 
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radar eitiier never even samples the phenomenon, since it takes a WSR-88D about five 

minutes to sample each volume scan and will likely miss anything lasting only mere 

seconds, or the sfrong signal is lost as noise. In addition to the limitations ofthe velocity 

data, the radar is tilted above the ground, and even at its lowest elevation scan (here, 

0.5°), does not sample directiy above the surface. Therefore, the data from the storm as it 

passed through Oklahoma County never falls below approximately 150 m above ground 

level (AGL), and therefore only assumptions about what is happening at the surface can 

be made. All ofthe above factors confribute to an inaccurate approximation ofthe actual 

winds produced by such an intense tomado as the one that devastated Oklahoma City. 

6.2 Ouantitative Approximation of Tomado Winds 

The goal of this study is to present the most accurate picture ofthe wind pattem 

and distiibution ofthe tomadoes that devastated Oklahoma County on 3 May 1999. 

Ideally, a quantitative analysis of wind speed and direction throughout the tomado would 

accomplish this goal best. Because ofthe limitations of single-Doppler radar data 

outlined above, other techniques must be developed in order to enhance the given data 

and to reflect more accurately what is happening in the storm. One possibility is to use 

two Doppler radars focused on the same storm in order to present a clearer analysis of 

wind speed and direction. However, there was not another WSR-88D radar close enough 

to Storm A at the time of interest for this to be feasible for this study. Another possibility 

is synthetic dual-Doppler radar analysis, but this, too, is unrealistic because the tomado 

does not exhibit steady-state conditions well enough to assume that what is happening in 

one volume scan persists through to the next volume scans. However, there are other 

techniques, outlined below, that may help give a clearer picture ofthe wind profile in a 

tomado. 

6.2.1 Approximating TVS peak winds 

As mentioned above, the radar often is incapable of sampling peak tangential 

tomado winds due to the relatively small size ofthe tomado. Brown (1998) has proposed 
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a technique that attempts to overcome this problem. Based on past studies on the effects 

of radar sampling of vortices, he has devised a nomogram that allows for the radial 

velocity values along a line equidistant from the radar to be superimposed on a graph in 

order to estimate the actual value ofthe peak velocity. There are six standard velocity 

curves on the graph, and the curve that best fits the profile from the radar is then used to 

approximate actual peak tangential velocity values. Figure 6.2 shows the graph and the 

overlaid values from the KTLX radar at 0037 UTC on 4 May 1999 taken along a line of 

constant distance from the radar that contained the sfrongest velocity values from the 

velocity couplet associated with tomado A9. See the paper for a full description ofthe 

technique used. 

2 1 0 1 2 

Azimuthal Distance / Beamwidth 

Figure 6.2 Nomogram showing azimuthal variation (normalized for effective 
beamwidth) of theoretical TVS curves labeled according to the peak value 
of each curve. Superimposed are velocity values taken at 0037 UTC on 4 
May 1999 associated with tomado A9. 
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In this example, the actual maximum tangential velocity difference (the difference 

between the peak negative and positive values) recorded by the radar is less than 70 m/s, 

whereas the curve indicates that this difference could be approximately 84 m/s for the 

tomadic vortex signature. This technique may be useful in approximately how much the 

radar is degrading the tomadic vortex signature from volume scan to volume scan, giving 

a better approximation of tomado windspeeds. 

6.2.2 Approximating circulation pattem 

As discussed above, one ofthe downfalls of Doppler velocity is that it is only 

reading the radial velocity, meaning that if a strong wind is occurring at an angle other 

tiian directiy towards or away from the radar, its velocity will be under-reported in the 

radar data. Since we can predict the general flow of a vortex, we can approximate tiie 

angle that the velocity at a certain point might have relative to the radar. Richards and 

Troutinan (1995) offered a relatively simple method to approximate actual wind strength 

based on the probable direction of velocity within a given pulse volume. The technique 

includes calculating the presumed angle ofthe actiial wind vector to the radar and then 

applying it to the following equation: 

V=Vr/cos p 

where V is the tme velocity, Vr is the velocity as reported by tiie radar, and P is the angle 

ofthe velocity vector to the radar. Figure 6.3 gives an example of this technique when 

apphed to the velocity data associated with tomado A9 at 0032 UTC on 4 May 1999. For 

this example, a simple vortex is assumed, neglecting general translation or other effects 

on the flow, in order to gain a general approximation of how fast the winds might be 

moving. The length ofthe arrow is directly proportional to tiie strength of tiie calculated 

windspeed. When applied to tomado A9, this technique did not prove to greatly enhance 

those values given by the radar itself, offering little added insight into tiie frue values of 

the tomado-associated winds. 
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Figure 6.3 Approximate wind pattem of tomado A9 based on radial velocity data 
taken at 0032 UTC on 4 May shown as azimuth vs. range (km) from radar. 
The length ofthe arrow indicates relative windspeed. 

6.2.3 Photogrammetric analysis of tomado winds 

By examining quantitative data taken from other tomado events, we can constmct 

a generalized wind distribution normally exhibited by a tomado. Such data can be 

acquired by those who carefully analyze films of tomadoes. This technique, called 

photogrammetry, estimates windspeeds throughout a tomado by fracking debris and 

cloud tags as they franslate around the tomado itself In the process, researchers gain a 

more comprehensive picture of how tomado winds vary both vertically and horizontally 

throughout the storm. For examples of historical photogrammetric analyses, see Golden 

(1976). 

Using these past photogrammetric studies, an attempt was made to reconstmct a 

generalized wind pattem of a tomado, with particular interest in the vertical distribution 

(i.e., at what level above the ground do the maximum winds occur?). The goal was to 

deduce whether the radar in this case had likely sampled the level of tomado A9 where 

the highest winds occurred. If the strongest winds had occurred below the level ofthe 
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radar, then by using the data from other tomadoes, a prediction of where the maximum 

wind was located and how sfrong it was could be made. Furthermore, the data could be 

usefiil in predicting, based on the velocity data taken from the lowest elevation angle 

available, how sfrong the winds would have been just above the surface where the 

damage occurred. 

However, the data from these past stiidies was not exhaustive enough to present a 

comprehensive conshiiction of generalized tomado winds. In many cases, there were 

low-level objects that stood between the camera and the tomado, making it impossible to 

estimate windspeeds at low levels. There simply were not enough cases where the entfre 

vertical expanse ofthe tomado could be examined, making any generalized wind 

distiibution pattem essentially meaningless. The cases that were complete varied greatly 

from one to another, fiirther rendering any attempt of fitting a "mean" of that data to 

predict the winds in any given tomado a meaningless endeavor. 

6.2.4 Failure ofthe quantitative analysis 

In general, none ofthe above techniques was found to be a sound method of 

predicting the quantitative wind distiibution pattem of tomado A9. Most fundamental to 

the problem was that the radar simply wasn't sampling the tomado's winds. As Burgess 

and Magsig (2000) pointed out, the radar was sampling the "tomado cyclone" (the 

broader parent circulation) rather than the tomado itself Figure 6.4 shows the comparison 

ofthe width of core radius as sampled by the KTLX radar versus that sampled by a 

mobile Doppler radar that was positioned much closer to the storm. The former is much 

larger (and less intense) than the latter, indicating that despite the relative proximity of 

the KTLX radar site to the storm, it was unable to observe the smaller, sfronger tomado. 

Because of this, we cannot assume that the wind pattems from the KTLX radar represent 

that ofthe tomado. This means that the above techniques might be useful in 

understanding the wind distribution ofthe tomado cyclone, but not ofthe tomado. 
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Figure 6.4 A comparison of the radius of maximum wind between the Doppler on 
Wheels (DOW) radar and the KTLX radar at 00:27 UTC 4 May 1999. The 
white circle represents the radius of maximum wind as sampled by the 
DOW, and the velocity peaks from the KTLX radar are annotated. 
Adapted from Burgess and Magsig (2000). 

Similarly, the lack of radial velocity data at low levels at all times further makes 

using a quantitative approach futile. Since we are ultimately mterested in a 

comprehensive comparison of tomado winds versus damage, such a dearth of data 

prevents that goal from being accomplished. Furthermore, the limitations ofthe above 

techniques, as noted, would likely make their resufts questionable even if there were a 

more complete temporal dataset. There is little chance that tiiey would be useful in 

offering a reliable quantitative assessment of tomado A9, and the data would therefore be 

inadequate for making conclusive comparisons between the low-level winds and damage. 
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6.3 Oualitative Analvsis 

Due to the above-mentioned limitations of a quantitative approach to analyzing 

radar-derived winds, other methods must be employed in order to gauge the relationship 

between tomado winds and damage. For the case of tomado A9, a number of qualitative 

approaches have been undertaken in order to diagnose how the intensity ofthe storm and 

its tomado relates to the observed damages in Oklahoma County. 

6.3.1 Radar signatures and damage 

The first analysis undertaken attempts to find the correlation between radar 

signature and tax assessor's damage estimates. A good time to make comparisons 

between radar output and damage occurs at 0037 UTC on 4 May 1999. The following 

radar data is taken from the Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX) WSR-88D site during the passage 

of Storm A over Oklahoma County. The radar is at its lowest sweep and is therefore most 

useful for comparing what is happening at the surface. The radar site is also relatively 

close, at a distance of about 17 km to the east-southeast ofthe tomado. Furthermore, this 

is one ofthe few times that the circulation pattem in the radar overlies an area with many 

residential buildings assessed for damage estimates. 

Figure 6.5 shows the reflectivity pattem at this time and the corresponding tax 

assessor's damage estimates (see Chapter VI for full explanation of tax assessor's data). 

The circle represents where the "hook" ofthe hook echo pattem exists; this normally 

indicates the area of circulation (see Chapter IV for further discussion). The white area in 

the tip ofthe hook coincides with the highest reflectivity signal. In this area of high 

reflectivity, the radar is sampling debris, such as free limbs and pieces of buildings, that 

the tomado has lofted into the air. In fact, when overlaid on tiie velocity image (see Fig. 

4.11) the area of highest reflectivity almost exactiy corresponds to the core of circulation. 

Furthermore, the high reflectivity also corresponds well to the damage path, with the core 

of highest reflectivity closely associated with the southem edge ofthe area of damage. 
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Figure 6.5 Base reflectivity (dBz) image from 0037 UTC on 4 May 1999 and 
corresponding area of damage. Cfrcle represents the tip ofthe hook echo 
pattem, and indicates where the circulation ofthe tomado is to be found. 
Damage is percent damage, with the darker colors denoting higher damage 
(see Chapter V). 

Figure 6.6 shows the same comparison using the base velocity image, also from 

0037 UTC. The encircled region represents the broad area of circulation, and corresponds 

very well to the location of tax assessor's damage. The green colored pixels withm the 

black circle on the radar represent wind velocities that are moving towards the radar, 

while the red colored pixels mdicate winds moving away from the radar. The circulation 

is indicated by an area where vrnids towards and away from the radar exist close together 

(see Chapter TV); i.e., withm the cfrcle. Note that the circulation corresponds well witii 

the area of damage. 
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Figure 6.6 Base velocity (m/s) image from 0037 UTC on 4 May 1999 and 
corresponding area of damage. The radar site is to the east-southeast 
approximately 17 km away. The green pixels within the black cfrcle 
indicate winds towards the radar; the red colors uidicate winds movuig 
away from the radar. The circle represents the area of broad cfrculation. 
Damage is in percent damage. 

Figure 6.7 shows the comparison between spectrum width and tax assessor's 

damage. Spectrum width is the standard deviation ofthe mean velocity, and the higher 

the number, the more uncertain the value ofthe velocity. As such, spectrum width is an 

indication of imsteadiness in the pattem, and is usually a sign that wind shear or some 

kind of turbulence is present. Therefore, high spectrum width is often associated with 

phenomena like tomadoes and other sfrong wind events (see Chapter IV for further 

discussion). As shown in Fig. 6.7, there is high spectrum width associated with tomado 

A9 (the encfrcled area on the lower right ofthe image). Additionally, the area of high 

spectrum width to its east is associated with the cfrculation that will produce tomado A12 

and move through Choctaw. 
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Figure 6.7 Spectiiim width (m/s) image from 0037 UTC on 4 May 1999 and 
correspoiulinii daniaye 'he ciivles rcpvese!;i areas ui \\\'A\ spectrum 
width where turbulence is likely. The circle at the bottom right is tiie 
location of tomado A9. Damage is in percent damage. 
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Also of interest is the area on the westem edge ofthe map in Fig. 6.7. Note that 

there is an area of high spectmm width that overiies an area of reported damage, much of 

It severe. There were no reported tomadoes in this area, as indicated by Fig. 1.1. The 

database at the National Climatic Data Center (http://www4.ncdc.noaa.gov/cgi-

win/wwcgi.dll?wwEvent~Storms) also has no record of significant events in the county 

other tiian the aforementioned tomadoes and hail. However, the spectmm width indicates 

that there was ttirbulence in the same location that the damage occurred. This pattem is 

persistent tiiroughout many images (see Fig. 4.13). Therefore, it is likely that the damage 

in westem Oklahoma County was the result of a significant wind event, other than a 

tomado, which has not officially been recorded. 

6.3.2 Radius of maximum wind and damage 

Since this study is particulariy interested in velocity data, a closer examination of 

the relationship between wind data and damage is indicated. In order to gain further 

insight into how well wind data corresponds to damage, base radial velocity numerical 

output is used to estimate the location ofthe core radius ofthe circulation being sampled 

by the radar. That is, the distance between the pulse volumes containing the peak inbound 

and outbound velocities are considered to be the approximate diameter ofthe radius of 

maximum wind, and an estimation ofthe location ofthe entire core circulation is based 

upon this data. 

It is important to note again at this point that the radar's "core radius" is not likely 

the same as the tomado. As mentioned, the area of circulation that appears on the KTLX 

radar is more likely a broader circulation than that ofthe tomado itself This is 

demonsfrated in Fig. 6.4, which compares the core radius on the mobile Doppler radar 

with the areas of highest velocity as reported by the KTLX radar. The mobile radar shows 

an area of circulation that is much smaller and more intense than that seen with that the 

stationary radar, indicating that the KTLX radar is sampling an area of broader 

circulation within which the tomado is found. This is further supported by the fact that 

velocity signature indicates that a tomadic vortex signature (TVS; the radar signature 
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most commonly associated witii a tomado) might be embedded within the area of broader 

circulation, as shown in Fig. 6.8 (see discussion in Chapter IV). 

00!37 UTC 

Figure 6.8 Velocity image at 0037 UTC. The outside circle represents the 
approximate radius of maximum wind as sampled by the KTLX radar. The 
inner circle represents the radius of a possible embedded tomadic vortex 
signature (TVS) as indicated by the velocity signature. 

Therefore, as discussed above, this fiirther suggests that the KTLX radar is only 

capturing a relatively small portion ofthe intense winds being produced by the tomado. 

That is, the radius of maximum wind as determined by the KTLX radar output is not 

likely to correspond to the radius of maximum wind ofthe tomado itself (the core radius) 

or, therefore, to the radius of maximum damage. This is in fact apparent in Fig. 6.9, 

which shows the approximate radius of maximum wind as determined by KTLX radar, 

given at all times while Storm A passes through Oklahoma County, overlaid on tax 

assessor's damage estimates. At later times (i.e., after 0050 UTC on 4 May), there are 

areas of ambiguous data at low levels, making the task of determining the radius of 

maximum wind more difficult. Because of this, the core radius based on the data from 

higher sweeps, above the level ofthe bad data, is also shown. At all times, the area of all 

damage levels lies almost entirely within this relatively large core radius, mcluding the 
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area of maximum damage (76% or higher, denoted by the dark blue dots), the area where 

a direct hit by tiie highest wmds is most likely. The damage outside tiie area ofthe 

tomado's maximum wind is due to weaker winds and flying debris, and should fall 

outside tiie tomado's core radius. Since all damage falls almost completely within the 

circles in tiie figure, it is likely that the tomado's core radius is smaller than the radar-

indicated radius of maximum wind. 

Figure 6.9 Radius of maximum wind for tomadoes A9 and A12 as determined by 
KTLX radar; the tune is indicated and is for 4 May 1999. For A12 on the 
east, the fourth sweep is used, where indicated, due to the fact that bad 
data at lower sweeps makes determining the radius more difficult. 

Despite this, the information about the KTLX-mdicated core radius can still be 

useful in determining the relative location of damage. At all times where the radar data 

was co-located with an area that reported damage, the cfrculations clearly outlines where 
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tile damage occurred. Figure 6.10 examines in detail the radius of maximum wind versus 

damage for tiie times 0037 and 0042. The earlier time is that discussed above and whose 

radar image is shown in Fig. 6.8. The figure includes tiie possible location ofthe tomadic 

vortex signature along with the radar-indicated core radius. Note the good correlation 

between the wider circle and all damage, and the correlation between the smaller circle 

and the area of greatest damage. Furthermore, while the core radius at the later time 

doesn't correspond to an exact area of damage, it nonetheless lies directly on the path 

indicated by damage south and north of its location. Based on these results, it can be 

concluded that by examining the WSR-88D radar-indicated radius of maxhnum wind, it 

can be predicted where the greatest economic loss will likely occur. 
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Figure 6.10 Radius of maximum wind determined by the KTLX radar output for times 
given (4 May 1999), with location of possible tomadic vortex signature 
(TVS) denoted at 0037 UTC. 

6.3.3 Maximum velocity difference and damage 

A study by Burgess and Magsig (2000) examined the output ofthe KTLX radar, 

comparing the maximum reflectivity and velocity difference to F-scale estimates 
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throughout the life of tomado A9. Maximum velocity difference is a good way to trace 

tiie evolution of a storm since the radar cannot make exact wind measurements. The 

difference is calculated from the velocity retiims over a very small distance within the 

area of circulation (less than two kilometers). Figure 6.11 shows their results. 
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Figure 6.11 Reflectivity time-height (top), F-scale and velocity difference time series 
(middle) and velocity time-height (bottom) from KTLX radar for the life 
span of tomado A9. From Burgess and Magsig (2000). 
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Note that the tomado reached F5 intensity around 2345 UTC on 3 May, only to 

decrease to F2 intensity by 0010 UTC on 4 May and re-intensify to F5 intensity by 0020 

UTC. Corresponding to the changes in damage is the change in maximum velocity 

difference, decreasing from 150 kt (about 75 m/s) to below 110 kt (55 m/s) before 

intensifying to 150 kt again. Therefore, the evolution of velocity difference in the area of 

circulation is a good indicator of damage evolution for this event. The increase in 

reflectivity maximum occurring after 0015 UTC, it is believed, is a result of debris being 

lofted by the tomado as it passes through the densely populated Oklahoma City area. The 

tomado enters Oklahoma County at around 0032 UTC. 

A similar analysis has been completed for this study. Maximum velocity 

difference was closely examined while tomado A9 was in Oklahoma County and is 

compared to F-scale estimates (Fig. 6.12). Raw data was examined and is displayed as 

volume scan (an entire volume represents a full cycle of radar scan and, for this radar, 

lasts about five minutes) versus sweep (each sweep represents an incremental increase in 

the angle that the radar is tilted). This approximates the time-height analysis done by 

Burgess and Magsig, especially since the tomado circulation remains about equidistant 

from the radar site throughout its lifespan in the county. As noted above, the lowest 

sweeps are not at the surface, but are approximately 200 m AGL. Note that relatively 

high Fujita scale estimates correlate to sfrong velocity differences, particularly at low 

heights. Note also that the tomado winds die very quickly after 0042 UTC and the 

corresponding F-scale ratings also dissipate quickly thereafter. The quick death ofthe 

tomado is likely the result of its being cut off by the circulation that will soon produce 

tomado A12. 
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Figure 6.12 Maximum velocity difference and F-scale for tomado A9 while in 
Oklahoma County. 

As discussed, radar signatures and the radar-derived radius of maximum wind are 

both good indicators of damage location. Similarly, examming the evolution of maximum 

velocity difference is a good indicator of tomado strength evolution. By combmmg these 

techniques, radar data can be used to help those in the field predict the location not only 

of damage, but also tiie areas that likely incurred tiie greatest impact from a tomadic 

storm. 
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CHAPTER VII 

DISCUSSION 

On 3 May 1999, the cenfral United States experienced one ofthe most significant 

severe weatiier events ever recorded. Cenfral Oklahoma alone saw nearly 60 tomadoes on 

tiiat date, including a massive F5 tomado that devastated parts ofthe heavily populated 

Oklahoma City mefropolitan area. More than 40 people were killed and over $1 biUion in 

damages was recorded. Of particular interest here is the damages incurred by Oklahoma 

County, including the Oklahoma City suburbs of Del City and Midwest City. The 

damage incurred in Oklahoma County is the resuh ofthe passage of a major supercell, 

referred to as "Storm A," which was alone responsible for approximately 14 tomadoes. 

For this study, both Fujita scale and tax assessor's damage estimates have been 

examined and compared to radar data from the Twin Lakes, OK (KTLX) WSR-88D radar 

site. Due to limitations of radar output, it is impossible to make a conclusive quantitative 

analysis about the nature ofthe wind field at the surface as it affects Oklahoma County. 

However, a reliable qualitative examination can be performed. In particular, maximiun 

velocity difference within the area of circulation associated with the tomado is a good 

indicator of tomado sfrength, when compared to the relative damage that the tomado 

produced. In addition, the reported damage almost completely falls within the area of 

maximum velocity as derived from raw radar data. Moreover, the maximum velocity 

difference evolves in a manner similar to that ofthe tomado damage. Furthermore, high 

values of reflectivity correspond well to areas where debris has been lofted into the air. 

As such, the radar output appears to be a good predictor of damage, both in areal 

coverage and in damage intensity. 

It is therefore recommended that further case studies be conducted to help 

substantiate the usefiilness of WSR-88D radar as a predictor of damage during tomado 

events. That is, to help substantial the findings of this study, other cases where WSR-88D 

radar data and damage assessments (e.g., economic loss, Fujita scale) are available from a 
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tomadic event can be examined using the techniques discussed in this sttidy: radar 

signattire correlation to damage, particularly the areas of highest reflectivity indicating 

areas of debris and therefore highest damage, the velocity couplet overiaying the area of 

reported damage, and specti^m width fiirther indicating the location of ttirbulent wind 

and therefore wind damage; locating radar-derived radius of maximum wind relative to 

damage path; and the sfrength and evolution ofthe radar-indicated maximum velocity 

compared with damage intensity. 

Furthermore, as more mobile Doppler radar data is obtained from such storms, a 

more comprehensive wind field associated with tomadoes can be developed and damage 

scales refined accordingly. This radar data can also be compared with corresponding 

WSR-88D radar output. This will help improve interpretation ofthe coarser WSR-88D 

data (e.g., make better estimates of maximum wind based on the degraded winds actually 

given; gain a better idea ofthe wind field just above the surface even when radar is not 

directly sampling there). Since, in a vast majority of tomado cases, mobile Doppler radar 

will not be available, this will assist those in the field to use the fixed-location WSR-88D 

radars in making more accurate predictions about the location and intensity of damage 

resulting from any sfrong tomado. Furthermore, using the more complete tomado wind 

data available from the mobile radars, a more conclusive (i.e., quantitative) comparison 

between tomado windspeed and damage extent can be conducted. As a result, 

modifications to current damage assessments (e.g., the Fujita scale) will become 

increasingly meaningful as we increase our understanding of what force of wind is 

associated with what kind of damage. 

There is also much that researches can gamer from the case of 3 May 1999. 

Because ofthe extent ofthe event and because a major tomado passed through a densely 

populated region, there is a wealth of information documenting this tomado outbreak. As 

mentioned, teams were able to deploy mobile Doppler radars to record tiie event. Once 

the results of their findings are published, this data can be used to further examine the 

correlation between radar wind data and damage estimates, particularly because there is 

so much documentation ofthe damage in the Oklahoma City mefropolitan area (tax 
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assessor's data, Fujita scale estimates, aerial photographs, insurance data etc.). As above, 

this information can be very useful in increasing the accuracy of future damage estimates, 

particularly tiie Fujita scale, as it attempts to relate damage to windspeed. 

In addition to the usefiilness of mobile Doppler radar, the aerial photography from 

the Army Corps of Engineers can also significantly contribute to improving damage 

assessments. These photos are clear enough for future damage assessments to be 

conducted. Furthermore, they can be compared to economic loss statistics (e.g., tax 

assessor's and insurance claim information), allowing perhaps another damage scale to be 

created that relates the type of visible damage to the amount of economic loss. This 

information would be of particular interest to insurance companies and emergency 

management agencies, which could then use damage assessments taken immediately after 

the storm to predict economic impact more accurately than before. 
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